
Greta Thunberg has done an enormous amount to
make the world more aware of the seriousness of the
threats posed by climate change. Most people think
that changes to our way of life that reduce our ‘carbon
footprint’ are ‘a good thing’. The main issue seems to
be that they are not always prepared to pay for them
quite yet!
Nobody is going to think that it is anything but good
news that there will be a 56% reduction in the CO2
emissions from the Ashbourne Leisure Centre once a
new ‘green’ system is installed. This new installation
will have high-tech air source heat pumps whilst
retaining new gas boilers as a back-up arrangement
and 180 photo voltaic solar panels to generate
electricity providing power to the heat pumps.
However, this improvement comes with a hefty price tag and is only going ahead because the
Council has received a grant of £0.73 million from the government. Which is of course
indirectly money from us, the tax payers.
In the future we will need to accept that we will have to pay more for all sorts of things just to
have a planet on which we can live. Hard choices lie ahead.

Do not underestimate the cost of ‘Going Green’

If the fate of the bandstand is anything to go by, the
‘fence of doom’ has already indicated the fate of some of
the more popular features of Ashbourne. After the
holes in the roof of the bandstand were pointed out to
DDDC in 2019 it was declared unsafe and fencing
erected around the structure. The fences are still there
two years later.
Earlier this year fences were erected around some of the
boardwalks at the western end of the Fishpond.Will it
be another two years before they are repaired?
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It’s Official – Ashbourne IS Polluted
What should happen next?

A real traffic ‘jam’ on Buxton Road

Ashbourne Leisure Centre gets £730k

Not more Fencing!

The Fence of Doom?

Does ‘textured paving’
make you feel safe?

Remember ‘bin bag’ PPE? Boris hopes not!

The Tories are hoping you have short memories

Is this still the future for Ashbourne?


